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Abstract. Along with developing specifications for the description of
meta-data and the extraction of information for the Semantic Web, it is
important to maximize security in this environment, which is fundamen-
tally dynamic, open and devoid of many of the clues human societies have
relied on for security assessment. Our research investigates the marking
up of web entities with a semantic policy language and the use of dis-
tributed policy management as an alternative to traditional authentica-
tion and access control schemes. The policy language allows policies to be
described in terms of deontic concepts and models speech acts, which al-
lows the dynamic modification of existing policies, decentralized security
control and less exhaustive policies. We present a security framework,
based on this policy language, which addresses security issues for web
resources, agents and services in the Semantic Web.

1 Introduction

The Semantic Web is a future generation of the current Web, where re-
sources are annotated with machine understandable meta-data, allowing the
automation of the retrieval and usage of these resources in their correct con-
texts. The focus of much of the existing semantic web work [1,2] has been on
the creation of languages for knowledge representation such as DAML+OIL
(http://www.daml.org/) and OWL (http://www.w3.org/TR/webont-req/),
of systems that reason over these semantic descriptions for information retrieval
[3,4], and tools to help annotate web pages with semantic markup [5,6]. How-
ever, with the increase in interest in web based e-commerce, banking and travel
services, the amount of business that is transacted online, and the explosion
in the amount of services available, a key need for the vision of the Semantic
Web to succeed is the ability to handle security and privacy and the ability to
automate these protocols for the use of all web entities alike. The obvious so-
lution is to extend security mechanisms applicable to distributed systems (e.g.
Kerberos, PGP, SPKI etc.) for the semantic web. However, we believe that this
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is difficult given the completely decentralized nature of the web, the extremely
large number of resources, services, agents and users, and their heterogeneity. In
addition, the set of entities that access an information source or interact with a
given web entity (a web entity includes web pages, agents and services) cannot
be enumerated a priori. Along with this is the problem of the semantic meaning
of the security information; it is not feasible to expect all entities to use the same
terminology to represent security protocols and information. This forces the use
of a semantic language like RDF-S, DAML+OIL or OWL whose constructs help
entities better understand the meaning of the security information. Based on
this, we conclude that a security framework for the Semantic Web needs to be
flexible, semantically rich and simple enough to automate.

We propose the use of two main components in order to secure the Semantic
Web; a semantic policy language for defining security requirements and a dis-
tributed policy management approach. As the Semantic Web is composed of web
entities like web services, agents, and human users, security should be uniformly
applied to and be applicable to all. It is important for web entities to be able
to express their security information in a clear and concise manner so that its
meaning is unambiguous. Towards this end we suggest the use of a policy lan-
guage, based on RDF-S, to markup security information. Though, DAML+OIL
and OWL include better semantics, they are still evolving and as part of our
future work, we are working towards developing a mapping from our policy lan-
guage into one of them. In distributed policy management, every entity in the
system can specify and enforce its own policy as there is no central policy. Poli-
cies can be specified in terms of properties of users, agents, services and resources
and not just their identities as it may not always be possible to authenticate all
entities on the web. The framework attempts to overcome several deficiencies
of current security mechanisms by providing access control to resources from a
large number of requesting entities that may be unknown to the former, provid-
ing security without necessarily authenticating requesters completely, providing
flexibility in specifying security requirements and giving every entity a certain
amount of autonomy in making their own security decisions. Given the inher-
ently distributed nature of the semantic web, our framework supports several
speech acts that allow entities to automatically update existing policies : the
delegations of permissions, by which web entities can delegate to other entities
certain rights that they possess bound by constraints, the revocation of permis-
sions to remove existing rights, the requesting of actions to be performed and
rights to be delegated and the cancellation of previous requests.

In Section 2 we describe some related security work and in Section 3 we dis-
cuss the overview of our approach. The details of the policy language, including
the constructs, conflict resolution and speech acts supported, follow in Section 4.
As delegation is an important aspect of our framework, in Section 5 delegation
management is discussed. We discuss the details of our framework with respect
to different web entities in Section 6 and we conclude with a summary.
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2 Existing Security Mechanisms

There have been some efforts in adapting data exchange formats and protocols
related to security in distributed systems to the Semantic Web like XML dig-
ital signatures [7], XML encryption [8], and X.509 Public Key Certificates [9].
These systems, based on XML [10], tend to be for authentication and account-
ability rather than authorization that our framework addresses. Though XML
is probably the best exchange format for the Web, it only provides limited in-
teroperability and scalability. Semantic languages like RDF-S, DAML+OIL or
OWL that describe ontologies and provide interoperability across applications
are more suitable for the Semantic Web. However, as these XML-based frame-
works address issues different from our system, it is possible to use them in
parallel with ours.

Extensible Access Control Markup Language (XACML) [11] is a language in
XML for expressing access policies. This work is similar to ours; in that it allows
control over actions and supports resolution of conflicts. However, (i) it does not
provide support for speech acts, (ii) adding domain specific information is time
consuming (In our framework, adding application/domain specific information
involves importing those ontologies or extending our policy ontology.), (iii) it
does not allow types of actions to be defined (Our policy language allows policies
to be written for types of actions that satisfy a certain set of conditions.), (iv)
its conflict resolution is not across policies, (v) it can only be used for authoriza-
tion policies (Our policy language can be used for policies about authorization,
privacy, conversation etc.), and (vi) as it is based in XML, it does not benefit
from the interoperability and extensibility provided by a semantic language.

The Platform for Privacy Preferences (P3P) is a standard developed by the
World Wide Web Consortium (W3C) that enables websites to describe their pri-
vacy policies and allows browsers to reason over these policies to decide whether
they match the user’s preferences [12]. This work tries to reduce Internet users’
concerns about the personal information they reveal when visiting various web-
sites. A website specifies its privacy policy and a user is not allowed access to it
or warned of conflict if his preferences do not match the policy. The specifica-
tions are not designed for information privacy but for the information gathered
by websites, and they cannot be used to describe privacy policy for agents and
services on the web.

Role Based Access Control (RBAC)[13,14,15,16] is one of the better known
methods for access control, in which relations are established between users -
roles, and permissions - roles. However it is difficult to apply the RBAC model
for systems in which it is not possible to assign roles to all users in advance.
In addition it is typically not possible to change access rights of a particular
entity without modifying the roles. Simple Role Based Access Control is rather
restrictive, as every time access rights of an agent change, its role has to change as
well. Our policy language allows access rights (and the other deontic constructs)
to be associated with different credentials and properties of entities, and not roles
alone. More sophisticated RBAC models include work on delegation between
roles [17] and assigning roles to users that are outside the system [18,19]. This
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research considers delegating the entire set of permissions associated with a set
of roles of the delegator (the entity doing the delegation) to the delegatee (the
entity receiving the delegation). Our work allows the the policy to dictate what
subset of permissions a delegator is able to delegate, to whom and under what
conditions. In fact, our policy language is able to represent most RBAC models.
Herzberg [18] uses properties of certificates to map users outside the domain
to domain specific roles. This is very similar to our work, however instead of
mapping properties of certificates to roles, we map properties of the user to
access rights directly. Though this may seem like a drawback, we have found
that this provides greater control in specifying access rights to foreign users as
certain types of rights can be given, like the read rights on a certain resource, the
right to print to all the color printers on the fifth floor, and the right to delete
all the files belonging to your colleague.

The Strongman project uses KeyNote [20] to build secure information sys-
tems by automating key and policy management [21]. KeyNote is a trust man-
agement system, which binds public keys to access rights. It does not verify
certificates or signatures, but allows the functionality to be handled by an exter-
nal program making integration with existing PKI infrastructures possible. The
system is versatile but rather too closely bound to digital certificates as it can-
not handle other domain information or link into non PKI systems. It includes
a rather simple notion of delegation and uses a programming language instead
of a semantic language making its integration with the semantic web difficult.

3 Our Approach

Drawing from our experience with security issues associated with widely dis-
tributed systems [22,23,24], we propose a security framework for the Semantic
Web based on distributed policy management through the use of a semantic pol-
icy language. By distributed policy management, we mean every web entity can
specify policies for its access, for privacy, for entities it wants to communicate
with etc., which are enforced either by an internal policy engine or the policy
engine on the platform it is running on or registered with. A policy includes
a set of rules that associate a required set of credentials with a certain ability
or right; implying that only entities with the specified credentials can possess
the ability. A credential is any property associated with a entity: affiliation, age,
certificate, login/password, membership in a certain organization, etc. An entity
that meets the requirements of a policy rule is trusted to use the associated ac-
tion. The policy language, based on deontic concepts, consists of constructs that
are flexible and that allow different kinds of policies (security, privacy, manage-
ment, conversation etc.) to be specified. The language is not tied to any specific
application and permits domain specific information to be reasoned over. As the
framework is geared towards environments that consist of several domains the
language includes meta-policies for specifying mechanisms for handling conflicts.
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Though policies associate credentials with actions or services, the process of
verifying credentials is handled outside the system. This allows existing mecha-
nisms like PKI, Kerberos etc. to be integrated into the framework.

Our work is similar to role based access control - in that a user’s access
rights are computed from his/her properties. However, we propose to use addi-
tional ontologies that include not just a fixed property, role, but any properties
and constraints expressed in an semantic language including elements of both
description logics and declarative rules. Consider the earlier example of an em-
ployee delegating his speaker role to a visiting speaker. In our work, the employee
is able to delegate just his rights on the projector and coffee maker to the speaker
instead of all the rights associated with the speaker role. This provides greater
control on delegation. It also allows rights to be assigned dynamically to a per-
son, who has no role within that organization, without creating a new short term
role specific to this person. Similarly, rights can be revoked from a user without
changing his/her role, making this approach more flexible and maintainable than
role based access control.

The main points of our research work include

– Semantic Policy Language : Our framework provides a policy language
based on deontic logic concepts for specifying entities, properties of enti-
ties, actions, speech acts, policies. These policies are based on properties
of agents, and other domain specific conditions and are described in terms
of permissions (what an agent can do), prohibitions (what an agent can-
not do), obligations (what an agent should do), and dispensations (what an
agent need no longer do). Each web entity is able to describe its security
policies in an intelligible manner, so that the meaning is distinct. This al-
lows all entities interacting with it to unmistakably understand its security
requirements. The language has an ontology that allows policies (including
meta policies) to be described in RDF-S [25], though policies in Prolog [26]
are also accepted. Using the axiomatic semantics of RDF-S and the policy
language, interacting entities are able to interpret the security information
correctly.

– Modeling Speech Acts : We provide a specification of speech acts that can
be used to extend the policies namely; delegation (add a permission), revo-
cation (remove a permission or add a prohibition), request (causes an action
to be performed or causes a delegation which leads to a permission) and can-
cel (cancels previous request). Our framework includes detailed delegation
management that allows access rights to be transferred further decentral-
izing control and allowing policies to be less comprehensive. The inclusion
of speech acts also allows conversation policies to be described, which is
important for controlling communication.

– Distributed Security Framework : In most systems, policies are centralized,
specified by single set of individuals, about a predetermined set of users and
resources and in a single location with a central point of control. However
the widely distributed, open systems that we are addressing require decen-
tralized policies and distributed control, where every entity is responsible
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for describing and enforcing its own policy, which our framework supports.
We provide a security framework that uses the policy engine in a distributed
way allowing a web entity flexibility in security support.

– Mechanisms for Conflict Resolution : Since our framework allows every en-
tity to specify its own policy, and as the Semantic Web spans several domains
there is a potential for conflicts. Towards this end, we provide constructs for
resolving conflicts; namely setting priorities for rules or entire policies and
specifying precedence between positive and negative modalities for policies
grouped by agents or actions/services.
The following sections discuss the above mentioned points in greater detail.

4 Policy Language

Our policy language is modeled on deontic concepts of rights, prohibitions, obli-
gations and dispensations [27]. We believe that most policies can be expressed
as what an entity can/cannot do and what it should/should not do in terms
of actions, services, conversations etc., making our language capable of describ-
ing a large variety of policies ranging from security policies to conversation and
behavior policies. The policy language has some domain independent ontologies
but will also require specific domain ontologies. The former includes concepts for
permissions, obligations, actions, speech acts, operators etc. The latter is a set of
ontologies, used by the entities in the system, which defines domain classes (per-
son, file, deleteAFile, readBook) etc. and properties associated with the classes
(age, num-pages, email).

The language includes two constructs for specifying meta-policies that are
invoked to resolve conflicts; setting the modality preference (negative over pos-
itive or vice versa) or stating the priority between policies [28]. For example, it
is possible to say that in case of conflict the Federal policy always overrides the
State policy.

Another important aspect of the framework is that it models speech acts like
delegation, revocation, request and cancel that allow policies to be less exhaustive
and allow for decentralized security control. Delegations are very important to
the internet because web entities may not be able to project who will use them
or pre-establish all the desirable requirements of the entities who should use
them. Delegations allow access rights of an entity to be propagated to a set of
trusted entities, without explicitly changing its policy or requirements. Consider
a DAML-S web service that is only accessible by users of a certain role in a
certain organization. These users also have the right to delegate the ability to
use this service to other users in the organizations for a certain time period.
A delegation from one of these users to another employee of the organization
permits the latter to use the web service without any explicit modification of the
policy or code of the service, while the constraints associated with the delegation
are met. The ability to delegate makes it possible to change access rights of web
entities dynamically. A revocation speech act nullifies an existing right (whether
policy based or delegation based) of an entity. An entity can request another
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entity for a right or to perform an action on its behalf and an entity can also
cancel any previously made request.

The policy language supports individual policies as well as group and role
based policies in a uniform manner by allowing domain dependent represen-
tations for roles and/or groups to be included in the conditions of the policy
rules.

The policy language includes a RDF-S ontology for specifying entities, ob-
jects, policies, credentials, and domain specific information.

4.1 Representation of Actions and Conditions

Though the actual execution of services/actions is outside the system, the policy
language includes a representation of them that allows more contextual informa-
tion to be captured and allows for greater understanding of the action and its
parameters. This allows policies to be defined over different aspects of an action
and not just its identity. For example, it is possible to say all faculty members
of the CS department have the right to all services (e.g. print, fax, xerox) on
any color printer in the UMBC CS department. Action specifications include the
target resources they act on, pre-conditions and effects. Complex actions can be
composed using action operators of sequence, non-deterministic choice, once and
iteration.

Simple conditions are built from domain specific information and complex
conditions can be built from simple conditions using and, or and not. A condition
is of the form “entity from UMBC” or “in the role of student”.

Using these actions and conditions, a policy maker is able to create policy
rules. There are four kinds of policy rules representing each deontic concept :
right, obligation, prohibition, and dispensation. Each policy rule is a tuple of
action and associated requirements. In order to associate these policy objects
with users, the policy maker uses the has predicate in logic or the grants
property of the Policy class in RDF-S creating rights, obligations etc. for the
users.

Example 1 : Simple condition. A web service specifies that all graduate students
from University of Maryland Baltimore County can access its service, which is
identified by service1.

The policy rule in logic is as follows :

has(X, right(service1, graduateStudent(X, ’UMBC’)))

where, service1 is an allowable action, UMBC is a constant for University
of Maryland Baltimore County and graduateStudent(X, ’UMBC’) is a domain
dependent condition specified by the deployer. It is assumed that either the
matchmaker, which the service is registered with, or the service itself it able to
verify the attributes of an entity using traditional schemes like PKI, SPKI etc.

We are experimenting with ways to encode our simple policy rules in RDF
and Notation3 [29]. Eventually, we hope to use whatever standard or standards
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emerge from the semantic web community for representing rules in RDF. Here
is our N3 example in one framework we are using. We describe the rest of our
examples in Prolog for conciseness.

@prefix rdfs: <http://www.w3.org/2000/01/rdf-schema#> .
@prefix rei: <http://www.csee.umbc.edu/˜lkagal1/rei-simplified#>.
@prefix univ: <http://www.csee.umbc.edu/˜lkagal1/univ#>.
@prefix : <#>.
:v1 a rei:Variable.
:R a rei:Right;

rei:agent :v1;
rei:action univ:service1.

:cseepolicy a rei:Policy;
rei:grants [a rei:granting;

rei:to v1;
rei:deontic R;
rei:oncondition [a rdfs:statement;

rdfs:subject v1;
rdfs:predicate rdfs:type;
rdfs:object univ:GraduateStudent]].

Example 2 : Complex Condition. Consider a right associated with ’John’. ’John’
has the right to either perform action printBW followed by repeated executions
of printColor or perform action fax once. He only has the right while he satisfies
the associated conditions.

has(’John’, right(nond(seq( printBW, iteration(printColor)),
once(fax)),lab-member(’John’,’AI’)))

4.2 Speech Acts

The language models four speech acts that allow policies to be less exhaustive,
allow for decentralized security control and are able to modify policies dynami-
cally: delegate, revoke, cancel and request.

– Delegation : A delegation from an entity gives a right to another entity or
group of entities. A delegation, if valid, causes a Right to be created. Only
an entity with the Right to delegate can make a valid delegation. A delegator
always retains the right to revoke the delegated right. (Please refer to Section
5 for more details about delegations)

• delegateSpeechAct(Sender, Receiver, right(Action, Condition)) and Re-
ceiver satisfies Conditions −→ has(Receiver,right(Action, Condition))

– Request : There are two kinds of requests; a request for an action and a
request for a right. The former, if accepted, causes an obligation on the
part of the receiver. A request for a right, if valid and accepted, causes the
receiver to delegate the right to the sender. However, the delegation allows
the sender the permission to perform the action only if the receiver has the
right to delegate.
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• requestSpeechAct(Sender, Receiver, Action) −→ disagree
requestSpeechAct(Sender, Receiver, Action) −→ has(Receiver, obliga-
tion(Action, Condition))

• requestSpeechAct(Sender, Receiver, right(Action, Condition)) −→ dis-
agree
request(Sender, Receiver, right(Action, Condition)) −→
delegateSpeechAct(Receiver,Sender, right(Action, XCondition))

– Revoke : Revocation is the removal of a right and acts as a prohibition. A
revocation is allowed in two cases; an entity can revoke those rights to which
it has the right to revoke or those rights that it has itself delegated.
revokeSpeechAct(Sender, Receiver, right(Action, Condition)) −→ revoca-
tion(Receiver, right(Action, Condition)) and Sender no longer has the right
to perform Action

– Cancel : An entity can cancel any request it has sent, and this nullifies any
obligation or delegation caused by the request.

• cancelSpeechAct(Sender, Receiver, Action) AND has(Receiver, obliga-
tion(Action, true)) −→ has(Receiver, dispensation(Action, Condition))

• cancelSpeechAct(Sender, Receiver, right(Action, X)) −→ Sender no
longer has the right to perform Action

Example 3 : Request. Continuing with Example 2, ’Jane’ is not a lab member
of ’AI’ and she requests John to give her the right to perform printBW.

requestSpeechAct(’Jane’, ’John’, right(printBW,_))

If accepted and if ’John’ has the right to delegate, ’John’ sends a delegation
to ’Jane’ giving her the right to use printBW as long as she is an employee of
’UMBC’.

delegateSpeechAct(’John’, ’Jane’, right(printBW,employee(’Jane’,’UMBC’))

4.3 Meta Policies

As there is a potential for conflicts, the language also contains meta-policy spec-
ifications for conflict resolution. Meta-policies are policies about how policies
are interpreted and how conflicts are resolved dynamically. Conflicts only occur
if the policies are about the same action, on the same target but the modal-
ities (right/prohibition, obligation/dispensation) are different. Meta policies in
our system regulate conflicting policies in two ways by specifying priorities and
precedence relations [30]. Using a special construct, overrides, the priorities be-
tween any two rules or two policies can be set. In case of conflicts, the rule/policy
with the higher priority is chosen. It also possible to indicate the order in which
the priorities are checked; policy level or rule level first. The other way of re-
solving conflicts is by specifying which modality holds precedence over the other
in the meta-policies. The deployer of the platform/agent can associate a certain
precedence for all policies associated with a set of actions or a set of agents
satisfying a certain set of conditions.
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4.4 Policy Engine

Associated with the policy language is a policy engine that interprets and reasons
over the policies, related speech acts and domain information expressed either in
Prolog or RDF-S to make decisions about applicable rights, prohibitions, obliga-
tions and dispensations. It is possible to extend the policy ontology with other
ontologies, which will be accepted and reasoned over by the policy engine. All
domain specific information can be specified as separate ontologies and domain
specific actions can be subclasses of DomainAction of the policy ontology.

If, while processing a request, the policy engine comes across a conflict, it
uses associated meta-policies to resolve it. For example, ’John’ wants to print to
’HPPrinter021’, he sends a request to ’HPPrinter021’. “HPPrinter021’ finds that
’John’ has both a right to use it and is prohibited from using it. However, the
right has been given higher priority than the prohibition and ’HPPrinter021’
permits ’John’ to print. The policy engine is able to answer questions about
whether a request is valid, what the pending obligations of an agent are, under
what conditions a request for a certain action is authorized etc. In order to
make correct policy decisions, we assume the presence of a monitoring service
that sends all relevant speech acts to the policy engine. The policy engine is
implemented in Prolog with a Java interface.

The engine is used as a reasoning engine and is consulted before every request
for an action/service and before taking any action. Based on the answer of
the engine, the controller of the web entity (could be the entity itself) decides
whether to allow or deny the request or go ahead with the action. The engine
is also capable of answering other queries related to policy making: who can
perform a certain action, who can perform any action on a certain resource,
what conditions must an entity possess in order to use a certain action/resource,
what unfulfilled obligations does entity X currently have, etc. These queries can
be used to decide whether the policy does what it is supposed to and to check
whether there are any inconsistencies in it.

5 Delegation Management

Our framework allows entities to delegate rights, with restrictions attached, to
other entities. A delegation is in fact a transference of a right from one entity
(delegator) to another entity (delegatee). However after the delegation, the dele-
gator retains the right. The right to delegate is defined implicitly and explicitly.
Implicitly, an entity can delegate rights to any service it offers and explicitly, an
entity that has been given the right to delegate by another entity, who has the
right, can perform valid delegations, as long as the delegation fulfills the con-
straints of the previous delegation. A delegation usually has constraints attached,
such as one that limits the access to a certain period, or to whom the right can
be re-delegated. A delegation consists of various information; delegator, right,
constraints on delegatee, constraints on execution, constraints on re-delegation
and time period. By using constraints on delegatee, the delegator can specify
whom to delegate to. For example, a delegation could be conferred on all agents
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with certificates from a certain CA and that are registered with a certain plat-
form. By restricting which delegatee can actually use the right, the delegator
can prevent wrongful execution of the right. Constraints on re-delegation allow
the delegator to decide whether the right can be re-delegated and to whom it
can be re-delegated to.

In a delegation chain, an entity has the right to a certain action (including
speech acts) if it possesses the right or if it has been delegated the right. It
should satisfy the conditions associated with the innermost right of execution
of every delegation in the chain. Each delegator should satisfy the condition on
the delegation of the delegation before it in the chain and the delegatee condi-
tions of all previous delegations. If any one entity fails any required delegator
condition (whether caused by a change in circumstances or a new revocation or
the expiration of a delegation), the delegations from that point on in the chain
are invalid. We have developed rules that capture this information and enforce
security by checking these constraints for all entities in a certificate chain.

Example 4 : Delegation. ’Amy’ has the right to delegate the right to execute
printOnePageHP and she delegates this right to ’Tim’. ’Tim’ can only execute
printOnePageHP if he satisfies both the condition associated with the speech act
(employee(’Tim’, ’UMBC’) and the condition associated with ’Amy”s delegation
right (group-member(X, Group)).

6 Design Overview

In this section, we present a security framework that realizes our previously
described ideas about distributed policy management with the help of our policy
language. We describe the security functionality of the three main categories of
entities prevalent on the semantic web; web services, agents and web resources
like pages, servers, etc. The framework is similar for all three cases. A web entity
specifies its security policy and consults a policy engine before every request for
action by other entities and before any action it performs. This policy engine
could be internal i.e. part of the web entity itself or it could belong to a broker or
platform that the entity is running off. If the policy engine is external, then the
entity has to inform the external engine module of its policy (either explicitly or
as part of its markup) and has to trust the broker/platform to filter requests to
it based on its policy. An entity also specifies a privacy policy, which is consulted
before the entity or the broker/platform communicates any information about
the entity.
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6.1 Web Resources

In the internet of today there are a lot of pages (static and dynamic) that
require some form of authentication and access control before allowing requests
to go through, e.g. accessing bank statements, submitting news items etc. This
number will keep growing as the amount of sensitive information accessible over
the net will keep increasing. To allow agents, services and humans alike to use
these secure pages, they are marked up with our policy language. The markup
specifies what credentials are required for access in terms of username/password,
certificate, and other credentials [31]. The web server that is hosting the web
resource contains a policy engine module. The web server is trusted to perform
the security functionality on behalf of the resource, which holds even in the
current web. When a secure web resource is requested, the server reads the
page and checks the security markup. It feeds this information along with the
parameters associated with the request to the policy engine module. The policy
engine module reasons over the request, the credentials of the requester and
the policy of the web resource to decide whether the request should be allowed
to go through. If the credentials don’t match, the module could return the list
of credentials required for access, in a form understandable by the requester
otherwise it returns the requested resource data.

This framework is based on an earlier policy based system we developed for
eHealthcare in pervasive computing environments [32], where electronic patient
information is redacted according to the requester’s credentials (including his
role in the hospital, certificates etc.), his relationship to the patient and any
delegations he possesses, providing different views of the same information to
different hospital personnel.

Example 5 : As an example, consider a hospital web site that provides patient
information. The patient information web page requires that all requests be
accompanied by valid certificates provided by the hospital. One of the doctors,
who is away on leave, is discussing a difficult case with one of his friends, who
is also a doctor. His friend makes a suggestion the doctor has not tried as yet.
The doctor uses his cellphone to retrieve certain information from the hospital’s
website. His cellphone sends an HTTP request to the website. The web server
rejects the request because there is no certificate. The doctor then asks his web
agent (which is running on a server at his home) to retrieve the information.
When the website denies the agent’s request, the agent asks for the required
list of credentials. The web server replies that it requires a hospital authorized
certificate. The agent is able to understand this credential perfectly and resends
the request with the necessary certificate attached. This time the web server
permits the request and the agent returns the information to the requesting
doctor.

6.2 Agents

Agents that search the web for information/services have to semi-autonomously
decide what web services, resources and agents to trust about certain information
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and services. Along with this, each agent also has to decide what entities to trust
to use its own services and information.

We currently follow the the FIPA specifications for agents [33]. Agents exist
within agent platforms, which provide middleware functionality to all registered
agents. These platforms provide registration, and communication services to
the agents, along with enabling them to provide and access services. The two
core facilitator agents are Agent Management System (AMS), and the Directory
Facilitator (DF). The AMS maintains a directory of registered agents, containing
their Agent Identifiers (AIDs) and transport address, and provides a white page
service. Each agent must register with an AMS in order to get a valid AID. The
DF provides yellow pages services to other agents. Agents register their services
with the DF or query the DF to find out what services are offered by other
agents.

Deployers of agent platforms specify policies for accessing the agent platform.
Specifically, a deployer describes policies for restricting access to four main ac-
tions: registration with the AMS, querying the AMS, registration with the DF,
and querying the DF.

An agent specifies policies that a requester must satisfy in order to use its
service. An agent can either use an internal policy engine module or trust the
platform with which it is registered to enforce its policy.

Security is enforced at two levels: platform or agent. In platform security, the
AMS and DF have additional security features. The AMS decides whether or not
to allow an agent to register, search or use its other functions. Similarly, the DF
also decides whether to allow an agent to register, modify or search for agents
based on certain access control information. An agent, while registering, sends
some access control information to the AMS specifying its security category;
private, secure or open. A private agent’s Agent Identifier (AID) is not displayed
to any other agent by the AMS, a secure agent has to send some access control
information so that the AMS can filter requests to the agent and open agent
is visible to all agents. Similarly, while registering its services with a DF, the
agent chooses a category for each service. For example, an agent A can register
as an open agent with the AMS and register two services with the DF, an open
GPS service and a secure navigator service. Agent A also specifies that only
agents with certain credentials can access the navigator service. Using these
policies, the AMS and the DF decide whether or not to provide a requesting
entity information about the matched agent or service, depending on whether
the entity meets the matched agent’s/service’s requirements. In agent security,
the agent uses its own policy to decide how to further authenticate agents and
how to authorize their service requests. The handling of queries by platforms to
secure agents is illustrated in Figure 1.

If an agent cannot use the AMS/DF for making authorization decisions on
its behalf, then the agent should contain a security/trust module to interpret
its own policies. This makes the presence of the reasoning engine in an agent
optional, allowing agents to run on smaller, lightweight devices. The AMS/DF
has a list of conditions that an agent must satisfy in order to contact a particular
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Fig. 1. An entity that queries a platform must satisfy the matched agent/service policy
in order to get access to the agent/service.

agent or use a particular service. However, the AMS and DF do not have the
agent’s policy or have access to its knowledge base. It is upto the agent to make
sure that these conditions are accurate and conform to its policy. If the AMS or
DF is unable to understand the associated conditions, then based on the policy
of the platform, the AMS and DF can decide to reject all requests for the agent
or service or accept all requests and forward them to the agent for interpretation.

6.3 Web Services

Web services generally register themselves with a matchmaker [34] that inter-
prets their functional description and provides brokering services for them. Sim-
ilar to our agent security framework, web services either use an internal policy
engine module to enforce their policy or register their policies along with their
functional description with a matchmaker. If it is capable of providing security
for itself, a web service filters all requests coming to it by verifying that they
match its policy. If a web service does not have a policy engine, the matchmaker
is responsible for filtering requests for the web service and only forwards those
requests that meet the policy of the web service.

During registration, the web service sends the matchmaker its security pol-
icy along with its functional description. The matchmaker may have a policy
on which credentials are required by a service to register with it. If the web
service meets the matchmaker’s requirements, the registration is permitted and
the matchmaker stores the service’s policy. On receiving a query that matches
the functional requirements of the web service, the matchmaker checks if the
requester’s credentials/properties match the policy of the matched service. If
the credentials do not match, the web service is not considered as an answer for
the request. The web service can also use an internal policy engine to further
filter requests received from the matchmaker. If the web service does not want
to use the matchmaker for security, the web service does not register its security
policy. In this case, the matchmaker allows all requests that match web service’s
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Fig. 2. The web service registers its functional description and security policy with a
matchmaker. When the matchmaker receives a request that matches the web service,
it verifies that the request meets the policy of the web service.

functionality to go through, and the service decides whether or not to accept it.
Figure 2 illustrates the integration of security in a web service environment.

This framework is based on our earlier work, Vigil, a security framework,
which provides access control to services in pervasive environments [22]. In Vigil,
services register their functional description and security policy with the Service
Manager of the environment. The Service Manager provides functional and se-
curity matchmaking between services and mobile users. Only users that meet a
service’s security requirements are allowed to view its interface or access it.

7 Current Work and Summary

This paper investigates security issues related to the Semantic Web. We believe
that to secure the Semantic Web two main components are required: a seman-
tic policy language for defining security requirements and a distributed policy
management approach. In distributed policy management, every entity is able
to specify its own policy for security and privacy. It is important for web entities
to be able to express their security policies in a clear and concise manner so that
its meaning is unambiguous. Towards this end we use a policy language based
on a semantic language to markup security information for web entities. Given
the inherently distributed nature of the semantic web, the framework includes
speech acts like delegation, revocation, request and cancel that dynamically mod-
ify existing policies. The policy engine includes strong delegation management
making it useful for dynamic systems, consisting of transient resources and users,
and distributed systems, in which creating comprehensive policies may be time
consuming.

We have developed the specifications of the policy language and a policy
engine that reasons over policies in logic and RDF-S, accepts domain depen-
dent information and speech acts, and answers security related queries. We have
designed and developed two similar policy based security frameworks, (i) for
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pervasive environments [22] and (ii) for a supply chain management system [24],
which was part of the IBM EECOMS project [35]. We have designed the se-
curity framework models for the different web entities including the interaction
protocols, and are in the process of developing a security prototype for an agent
framework [36].

In this paper, we described the specifications of a semantic policy language
and the design of security models for web entities based on this language. We
demonstrated through examples the usefulness of our policy language and of
our framework based on distributed policy management. We believe that this
methodology supports a stronger and more flexible base for securing web entities
compared to conventional security mechanisms.
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